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to stand beside the Pink Perfection, Sea Foam, and other formal 

double sections at shows to hear viewer remarks.  Almost always 

someone says, “Is that flower real?”   Try as you may, you will nev-

er fit every bloom into one of the six forms listed above although a 

hybridizer “must” because they are the only options when register-

ing new varieties.   What the hybridizers register is what the Head 

Judge must use for certain categories in a show.  Now, we are wit-

nessing new forms that do not fit in any of the categories with 

blooms that look like two flowers from one bud, with fluting that 

resembles several forms and sometimes even looks formal.  

COLOR - Hybridizers also specify the color of registered  

camellias—as with Elegans Champagne.  I think it is an excellent 
white flower that would be “Best White” at many shows; but, alas!  
Nuccio’s disqualified it from being white by registering it with 

“cream center petaloid.”   In my opinion cream or yellow is in the 
center of all flowers except formal doubles (in the form of stamens 
or petaloid which might possible be pseudo stamens) (of course this 

is tongue-in-cheek to get back at a head judge I know…).    
Basically, camellias are red, white, pink and mixtures of the three 
with several variegations (moiré, stripped, blotched).  Tints of  

orchid, purple, deep blackish-purple and other tints and hues appear 
and are mentioned in nomenclature if characteristic of the variety 
registered.  Many colors are influenced by soil types and chemicals 

that are applied such as gibberellic acid.  What is so very interesting 
is looking through the Nomenclature published by the Southern  
Californian Camellia Society and look at the names for the pinks 

and reds.  The grower naming the flower usually makes up a name 
for the color the pink or red resembled—peach pink, apricot pink, 
rose pink, and so forth.   I just wish I had seen the peach, apricot or 

rose they were looking at when the bloom was named—like Turkey 
Red (have you ever seen a red turkey?)  Some of the deep pinks 
look red and some of the reds look pink.  I must give the hybridizers 

credit for trying to get accurate color descriptions. 
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Be sure to check the ACCS website  

for information about the Convention  

in September at  

 http://www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.org 

http://www.atlanticcoastcamelliasociety.org/2016-2017/ACCS%20Meeting-0916.html



